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The Wiley Dictionary of Civil Engineering and Construction:
English-Spanish/Spanish-English offers the first bilingual update of
civil engineering terminology in forty years. With more than 50,000
entries in each language, it provides comprehensive coverage of a
broad range of industrial disciplines, including architecture,
engineering, surveying, building, heavy construction, and municipal
engineering. Entries include technical terms and phrases not found
in any general translation dictionary--many of these are taken
directly from The Contractor's Dictionary by L. F. Webster, official
publications, engineering specifications, and engineering textbooks.
Virtually all terms and their functions were supplied by working
professionals and experts in each field. Each translation has been
confirmed by teams of reviewers in the United States and Latin
America to ensure accuracy and reflect a wide range of Spanish
dialects. Since there is considerable overlap among engineering
disciplines, many of the terms in this book are also applicable to
electrical, mechanical, and structural engineering. The Wiley
Dictionary of Civil Engineering and Construction: EnglishSpanish/Spanish-English is an indispensable resource for civil
engineers and contractors, translating correspondence,
specifications, and working drawings; marketers for engineering
firms, preparing bids and proposals for international contracts; and
engineering students, struggling to understand complex course
textbooks in a foreign language. It is the only source for accurate,
reliable, up-to-date translations of the entire spectrum of
engineering and construction terminology.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and
remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will
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see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support
of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Castilla's Spanish and English Technical Dictionary: EnglishSpanish
Treating Especially of Modern Machine Industry, the Foundry and
Metallurgy
Containing All the Words Used in Civil, Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering [...]
Translator Self-Training--Spanish Legal
Diccionario No. ET. 3.4, Electrotecnica
Containing All the Words Used in Civil, Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering. Suitable for Spain and All the Spanish-speaking
Countries of Central America and South America

Diccionario No. ET. 3.4, ElectrotecnicaA Modern
Spanish-English & English-Spanish Technical &
Engineering DictionaryContaining All the Words
Used in Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering
...English-Spanish, Spanish-English Electrical and
Computer Engineering Dictionary / Diccionario de
Ingenieria Electrica y de Computadoras InglesEspanol, Espanol-InglesWiley-Interscience
These 2 volumes consist of some 100,000
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headwords in both Spanish and English, including
3,000 abbreviations. Terms are drawn from the whole
range of modern applied science and technical
terminology. These volumes can be purchased either
separately or together in print and as a set on CDROM. Each volume is compiled by an international
team of subject terminologists, native English and
Spanish speakers. Special attention is given to
differences between UK and US terminology, and to
Spanish and Latin-American variants. Over 70
subject areas are covered including: * Transport *
Physics * Mechanical Engineering * Automotive
Engineering * Electricity * Mining * Chemistry *
Construction * Electrical Engineering * Geology *
Railways * Production Engineering * Geophysics *
Fuelless Energy Sources * Military Technology *
Quality * Assurance * Television * Particle Physics *
Space Technology * Pollution * Optics *
Telecommunications * Safety Engineering *
Electronics * Nuclear Technology * Chemical
Technology * Packaging * Computing & Data
Processing * Recyclingamp;lt;BR>* Assurance *
Television * Particle Physics * Space Technology *
Pollution * Optics * Telecommunications * Safety
Engineering * Electronics * Nuclear Technology *
Chemical Technology * Packaging * Computing &
Data Processing * Recycling
British Books in Print
Sources of Engineering Information
Illustrated Technical Dictionary in Six Languages
Translator Self-Training--Spanish Medical
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A Modern Spanish-English & English-Spanish
Technical & Engineering Dictionary, Containing All
the Words Used in Civil, Mechanical and Electrical
and Electrical Engineering ; Also Many on Aviation,
Wireless, Architecture, Railways, Automobiles,
Shipbuilding Marine, Chemistry, Physics,
Mathematics, Geology, Mining, Metallurgy,
Geography, Surveying, Commerce, Agriculture,
Texttile Machinery, Machine-tools, Etc., Suitable for
Spain and All the Spanish-speaking Countries of
Central America and South America
English-Spanish

Since 1997, this translator's guide has been the worldwide
leader in its field and has elicited high praise from some of
the world's best translators. It has been fully updated in
the 2006 edition.
The translator-in-training is guided through various areas
of technical translation, from business and finance to law,
medicine, and the media. This series offers the next and
final step toward becoming a successful professional
translator.
Practical Dictionary of Electrical Engineering and
Chemistry in German, English and Spanish, Vol. 2 of 3
Electrical Engineering Practice
A Practical Course in Technical Translation
A Modern Spanish-English & English-Spanish Technical
& Engineering Dictionary
A Selected Bibliography, 1952 to 1963
Translator Self-Training--Spanish
Includes a glossary of medical acronyms, and
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reference material on translation techniques,
translation equipment, dictionaries, reference
literature, and terminology management.
Excerpt from Practical Dictionary of Electrical
Engineering and Chemistry in German, English and
Spanish, Vol. 2 of 3: Treating Especially of Modern
Machine Industry, the Foundry and Metallurgy;
English-Spanish-German For these various reasons
the authors have set themselves the arduous but
gratifying task of publishing this german-englishspanish Dictionary, trusting that it will supply a
decided want, and fulfil the requirements of every
class. Our Dictionary especially comprises such
words and word combina tions which, although
frequently used, are generally missing in works of a
similar description. It will be seen that engineering,
electrical and chemi cal terms, which are
indispensable to the engineer, scientific or
commercial man, have been most minutely treated,
in addition to which special atten tion has been paid
to practical terms for the construction of steam eu
gines, machine tools, lifting and hoisting machinery,
foundry, metallurgy (concentration of ores),
smelting, tools &c. We have paid special attention to
'fim'shed manufactures', that is to say to practical
terms in every branch, rather than theoretical. In
physics generally mechanics, electricity, hydraulics,
mathematics and applied science we adhere strictly
to the technical terms appertaining to every day
practice. Considering, however, that the majority of
the ordinary scientific expressions or denominations
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belong to theoretical nomenclature alone, and are of
no use to the business man or commer ciel engineer
who desires to export his manufactures or enter into
busi ness relations with the countries in question, it
would be super uous to repeat them in our book.
These words or synonyms are amply provi ded in
ordinary encyclopaedias or dictionaries, and are out
of place in purely practical works like the one we
have compiled. About the Publisher Forgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This
book is a reproduction of an important historical
work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare
cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a
blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our
edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully; any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works."
NBS Special Publication
A Practical Treatise for Civil, Mechanical, and
Electrical Engineers, with Many Tables and
Illustrations
Foreign-language and English Dictionaries in the
Physical Sciences and Engineering
English-Spanish, Spanish-English Electrical and
Computer Engineering Dictionary / Diccionario de
Ingenieria Electrica y de Computadoras InglesPage 6/12
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Espanol, Espanol-Ingles
Treating Especially of Modern Machine Industry, the
Foundry and Metallurgy; English-Spanish-German
(Classic Reprint)
Modern Spanish-English and English-Spanish
Technical and Engineering Dictionary
A practical guide to translation as a
profession, this book provides everything
translators need to know, from digital
equipment to translation techniques,
dictionaries in over seventy languages,
and sources of translation work. It is the
premier sourcebook for all linguists, used
by both beginners and veterans, and its
predecessor, The Translator s Handbook,
has been praised by some of the world s
leading translators, such as Gregory
Rabassa and Marina Orellana."
The only source that focuses exclusively
on engineering and technology, this
important guide maps the dynamic and
changing field of information sources
published for engineers in recent years.
Lord highlights basic perspectives, access
tools, and English-language
resources--directories, encyclopedias,
yearbooks, dictionaries, databases,
indexes, libraries, buyer's guides,
Internet resources, and more. Substantial
emphasis is placed on digital resources.
The author also discusses how engineers
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and scientists use information, the
culture and generation of scientific
information, different types of
engineering information, and the tools and
resources you need to locate and access
that material. Other sections describe
regulations, standards and specifications,
government resources, professional and
trade associations, and education and
career resources. Engineers, scientists,
librarians, and other information
professionals working with engineering and
technology information will welcome this
research
Containing All the Words Used in Civil,
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering :
Also Many on Aviation, Wireless,
Architecture, Railways, Automobiles, Shipbuilding, Marine, Chemistry, Physics,
Mathematics, Geology, Mining, Metallurgy,
Geography, Surveying, Commerce,
Agriculture, Textile Machinery, Machinetools, Etc. : Suitable for Spain and All
the Spanish-speaking Countries of Central
America and South America
Containing All the Words Used in Civil,
Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering...[etc.]
A Modern Spanish-English & English-Spanish
Technical & Engineering Dictionary,
Containing All the Words Used in Civil,
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Mechanical and Electrical Engineering;
Also Many on Aviation, Wireless,
Architecture, Railways, Automobiles,
Shipbuilding, Marine, Chemistry, Physics,
Mathematics, Geology, Mining, Metallurgy,
Geography, Surveying, Commerce,
Agriculture, Textile Machinery, Machinetools, Etc., Etc. Suitable for Spain and
All the Spanish-speaking Countries of
Central America and South America, by R.L.
Guinle ...
The Global Translator's Handbook
Spanish-English/Espanol-Ingles - EnglishSpanish/Inglés-Español
English-Spanish-German

Includes reference material on
translation techniques, translation
equipment, dictionaries, reference
literature, and terminology management.
Language Code: QB/EN.
A Modern Spanish-English & EnglishSpanish, Technical & Engineering
Dictionary
Practical Dictionary of Electrical
Engineering and Chemistry in German,
English and Spanish - Scholar's Choice
Edition
Illustrated Technical Dictionary in Six
Languages: English, German, Russian,
French, Italian, Spanish. Vol.2.
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Electrical Engineering and Electrochemistry. Rev. Ed
A Modern Spanish-English & EnglishSpanish Technical & Engineerign
Dictionary
The Wiley Dictionary of Civil
Engineering and Construction
Guide to Information Sources in
Engineering
Nearly 50,000 essential words and phrases The
only dictionary of its kind Comprehensive and up-todate Comprehensive bilingual coverage of nearly
50,000 essential words and phrases in electrical
and computer engineering In today s global
economy, the need for precise technical
communication between speakers of English and
Spanish has never been greater. The EnglishSpanish, Spanish-English Electrical and Computer
Engineering Dictionary provides you with quick,
ready access to nearly 50,000 essential terms and
definitions found in the electrical and computer
engineering field. Containing virtually every word
and phrase you re likely to encounter in the
professional literature, this authoritative reference
boasts an extremely user-friendly format that
directs you instantly to the precise term you need.
Approximately 100,000 entries̶nearly 50,000 in
each language Comprehensive, up-to-date coverage
incorporating the latest terms and phrases
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Thousands of terms not found in any other
dictionary of its kind Conceptual equivalents for
idiomatic expressions rather than literal translations
Separate entries for phrases that begin with the
same word or words An indispensable tool for
electrical and computer engineers, technical writers,
as well as translators and interpreters
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original artifact, and remains
as true to the original work as possible. Therefore,
you will see the original copyright references,
library stamps (as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the
world), and other notations in the work. This work is
in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute
this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has
a copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures,
errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur,
that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
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relevant.
Containing All the Words Used in Civil, Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering ...
Containing All the Words Used in Civil, Mechanical
and Electrical ... ; Suitable for Spain and All the
Spanish-speaking Countries of Central and South
America
Containing All the Words Used in Civil, Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering; Also Many on Aviation,
Wireless, Architecture, Railways, Automobiles,
Shipbuilding, Marine, Chemistry, Physics,
Mathematics, Geology, Mining, Metallurgy,
Geography, Surveying, Commerce, Agriculture,
Textile Machinery, Machinetools, Etc., Etc
Routledge Spanish Technical Dictionary Diccionario
Tecnico Ingles
A Modern Spanish-English and English-Spanish
Technical and Engineering Dictionary Containing All
the Words Used in Civil, Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering ... Suitable for Spain and All Spanishspeaking Countries of Central America and South
America
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